Green Officers

Who are we?
We're both first years. Georgie studies HSPS and Lottie studies PBS. We're running because, like most of us, we're growing more concerned about the looming climate crisis and believe college can make meaningful changes. We see common sense solutions that need to be implemented.

Why vote for us?
Finding a way to play a role as an individual can seem overwhelming. We have two main goals: Firstly, we'll use common sense strategies to sort basic problems such as the college recycling system, food bins and waste in the cafe, bar and slops. We'll work alongside teams in these spaces to figure out how to habituate sensible waste-reduction and efficiency-oriented solutions. Secondly, we want to create exciting opportunities to contribute as an individual. We have a whole list of ideas from smaller ones such as really nailing the quality of veggie/vegan food, to bigger ones like creating a community veggie patch. In order to do this we will fight for a formal budget, but primarily will aim to work with college directly to enable wider changes backed up with the appropriate resources that this crisis necessiates.

Any questions? shoot us an email at GRJJ2 or CB2083
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